
Our	Solar	System	



•  Sun	
•  planets	
•  dwarf	planets	

•  small	Solar	
System	bodies	

•  moons	



planets	

a=	0.39	a.u.	–	30	a.u.		(Mercury	–	Neptune)	
Pluton:	29-49	a.e.	



MoEon	of	planets	

3	Kepler's	laws:		
	moEon	around	the	Sun	(ellipse):					

	 	a3/T2	=	GMS/4π2														3rd	Kepler's	law	

T...length	of	year	on	a	planet	

+	rotaEon	around	its	axis	–	length	of	day	on	a	planet	



length	of	days	and	years	on	planets	



Sidereal	and	Solar	day	



Mercury:	3:2	->	1	day	lasts	2	years	
film	



-	Venus	rotates	in	
the	opposite	
direcEon	
-	Sidereal	day	
longer	than	year	
- 	Solar	day	shorter	
than	year:	117	
Earth	days	



max.	elongaEon:	
Mercury:	28o	

Venus:	47o	







planet	sizes	



+	Sun	



classificaEon	of	planets	

-	historical	-	classical	(Mercury,	Venus,	Mars,	Jupiter,	Saturn)	–	
	 	 	 	 	 	visible	with	the	naked	eye		

	 														-	modern	(Uranus,	Neptune)	–	visible	through	a	telescope.	

- 	posiEon	relaEve	to	Earth		
	-	closer	to	the	Sun	(Mercury,	Venus) 	-	phases	

			Earth	
								-	more	distant	(Mars,	Jupiter,	Saturn,	Uranus,	Neptune)	–	full	

- 	distance	from	the	Sun/composiEon/size:		
	-	inner/terrestrial,	rocky/small	(Mercury,	Venus,	Earth,	Mars)	

						-	outer/gaseus	(Jupiter,	Saturn,	Uranus,	Neptune).	 		



scale	1:1.000.000.000	



Solar	System	model	in	Strehovci	















Pluto	and	TNO	–	TransNeptunian	
Objects	

•  1990s: Jewitt and Luu discover the first, followed 
by ~1000, all small 

•  2002: Varuna 1000 km, Quaoar 1300 km 
•  2003: Sedna 2000 km 
•  2005: 2003 UB313 (Eris) >2300 km 





planet	definiEon?	



IAU	2006:	“Pluto	is	a	dwarf	planet.”	

•  International Astronomical Union – established 
1919 – international standard: borders of  
constellations, names of  objects etc. 

•  Prague, Aug 2006: three groups: planets, dwarf  
planets, small bodies 

•  planet is a celestial body, that:  
1.  is in an orbit around the Sun, 
2.  has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to overcome 

rigid body forces so that it assumes a (nearly) 
round shape 

3.  has “cleared” the neighbourhood around its orbit 

Pluto	does	not	fulfill	3rd	condi1on	and	is	a	dwarf	planet!	



"What's in a name?  
That which we call a rose 
By any other name  
would smell as sweet."  

W. Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet 
(II, ii, 1-2) 



=Erida	
Haumea	
Makemake	
Sedna	?	
Orcus		
Quaoar		
Varuna		

Vesta		
Pallas		
Hygiea		



•  planets:	1.+2.+3.	
•  dwarf	planets:	1.+2.	
•  small	Solar	System	bodies:	1.	(all	other	
objects,	except	satellites,	orbiEng	the	Sun):	
	asteroids,	most	Trans-Neptunian	Objects	
(TNOs),	comets,	and	other	small	bodies.	





size	



structure	
Mercury	 Venus	 Earth	 Mars	 Jupiter	 Saturn	 Uranus	 Neptune	



composiEon	

Mercury	 Venus	 Earth	 Mars	 Jupiter	 Saturn	 Uranus	 Neptune	



planet	temperature	

fast	rotaEon:	

slow	rotaEon:	



planet	temperature	

surface	temperature	decreases	with	planet's	
distance	from	the	Sun	

Several	factors	–	equilibrium	between	received	and	emifed	heat:	
		-	distance	from	the	Sun	∝	1/r2	

		-	size	of	the	planet	cancels	out	
		-	planet's	atmosphere	(clouds,	surface	–	Mercury,	Venus,	Earth,	Mars)	

		-	gravitaEonal	contracEon	
		-	radioacEve	decay	



temperature	
Mercury	 Venus	 Earth	 Mars	 Jupiter	 Saturn	 Uranus	 Neptune	



can	a	planet	retain	its	atmosphere?	
gasues	atmosphere	
average	velocity:	
vaver	=√(3kT/m)	
smaller	than	escape	velocity:	
vesc=√(2GM/R)	

to	keep	the	atmosphere:	
vaver	<<	vesc	

planet	needs	high	enough	M		
and	low	enough	T	

light	atoms	(low	m)	and	
volaEle	gases	–	easiest	to	
escape	
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animaEons:	

http://astro.unl.edu/naap/atmosphere/animations/gasRetentionSimulator.html	

http://astro.unl.edu/naap/atmosphere/animations/gasRetentionPlot.html	



pressure	
Mercury	 Venus	 Earth	 Mars	 Jupiter	 Saturn	 Uranus	 Neptune	



planet	magneEc	field	

origin	of	magneEc	field:	
dynamo	–	planet	has	to	rotate	and	have	a	convecEve	layer	of	

	 	 	conducEve	material	
inner	planets:	liquid	core	(Fe-Ni	)	
outer	planets:	Jupiter,	Saturn:	layers	of	liquid	metal	hydrogen	
																												Uranus,	Neptune:	mixture	of	water,	ammonia	and											

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	methane	

Earth:		
direcEon	of	the	magneEc	field	changes,	last	change	750.000	years	
ago	





Magnetosphere	

van	Allen	belts,	
polar	lights	







Inner	planets	

seismic	waves	
Fe-Ni	core,	silicate	mantle	
densiEes:	3.9-5.9	g/cm3	



atmosphere	composiEon	



ages	of	surfaces	

conEnent		shims	(only	on	Earth)	
vulcanic	acEvity	
(Earth,	Mars,	Venus,	Io,	not	on	Moon)	
meteorite	hits	
climate	(Earth,	Venus,	Mars)	



Mercury	
R=2440	km	
m=0.055	ME	
ρ=		5400	kg/m3	
a=0.39	a.u.	
e=0.21		
r=0.31-0.47	a.u.	
T=300-400	C	

pracEcally	no	
atmosphere	
old	surface	
magneEc	field	
no	moons	





Venus	

Venus	phases	
R=6052	km	
m=0.815	ME	

ρ=		5200	kg/m3	
a=0.72	a.u.	
e=0.0068	
T=470C	(-20C	on	cloud	tops)	

atmosphere:	
	96.5%	CO2	
	and	3.5%N2	

greenhouse	effect	
not	a	lot	of	water	
only	1%	of	light	reaches	
the	surface		



similar	to	Earth	
volcanos	
no	tectonic	plates	







Venus	and	Mercury	transits	

next	Mercury	transits:	
(9.	May	2016)	
11.	Nov	2019	
13.	Nov	2032	
7.	Nov	2039	

next	Venus	transits:	
(6.	Jun	2012)	
11.	Dec	2117	
8.	Dec	2125	
11.	Jun	2247	



Earth	

r=6380	km	
a=	1	a.u.	=	
150	million	km	
e=0.0167	
MZ=6x1024	kg	
ρ=		5500	kg/m3	
T=-40	–	40	C	

atmosphere	with		
N2,	O2	

liquid	water	
covers	70%	surface	



volcanos	
plate	tectonics	
erosion	
young	surface	

has	magneEc	field	



plate	tectonics	



volcanos	



impact	craters	

50.000	yrs	ago,	60.000	km/h,	45	m,	100	thousand	tons	

hfp://www.meteorcrater.com/ 



erosion	(atmospfere	and	liquid	water)	



Earth	surface	young	

(impact	craters	on	Earth)	

comparison	with	Moon	–	old	surface	



Earth	as	a	planet	of	life	

oceans		
		-	cover	71%	surface	
		-	97%	all	water	

	-	source	of	oxygen–		
			70%	oxygen	produced	by	

sea	microorganisms	



importance	of	atmospfere		
for	life	
•  atmosphere	
			-	suitable	mass	of	the	planet	
			-	suitable	distance	from	the	Sun	
			-	precipitaEon,	winds	(surface)	

•  role	of	the	atmosphere	for	development	of	life	



human	impact....light	polluEon	



Luna	
Earth+Moon	=		

	double	planet	

R=1738	km	
m=ME/81	
a=384.400	km	
(356.400-406.700	
km)	
i=5.1o	

ρ=		3400	kg/m3	

T=-200	–	120	C	

no	magneEc	field	
no	atmosphere	
old	surface	
craters	are	due	to	
impacts,	not	volcanic	
acEvity	

Moon	







libraEon	
Gregor	Žagar,	diploma	2012	



wikipedia	















20.	July	1969,		
Apollo	11	
Buzz	Aldrin,		
Neil	Armstrong	
Michael	Collins	



Edes	



,	

hfp://astro.unl.edu/classacEon/animaEons/lunarcycles/Edesim.html	shim	due	to	Earth's	rotaEon:	



Roche		limit	

If	a	body	is	held	together	only	by	its	
gravity:	
self-gravity	force	between	two	
masses	m:	

the	difference	of	gravitaEonal	force	due	to	M:	

If	 the	body	will	be	pulled	apart.	

If	forces	are	equal:	

it	follows	that	the	Roche	limit	is:	

If	densiEes	of	both	objects	are	the	
same	and	radius	of	the	large	body	
is	S,	then	the	Roche	limit	is:	

Clearly	people	on	Earth	are	below	
Roche	limit:	internal	forces!!!	

=	3√(12M/π	ρ)	



formaEon	of	the	Moon	

giant	impact	hypothesis	

film	1		
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=duNaAL6BGN4)	

film	2	
hfps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fwl_JBQtH9o)	

film	3	
(hfps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-wCAfPCPWg)	



Mars	r=3400	km	=	0.53	RE	
m=0.11	ME,	
ρ=	3900		kg/m3	

a=1.52	a.u.	
e=0.0934	
T=-90	-	20	C	
length	of	day	similar	to	Earth's	

two	moons:	
Phobos	(13x11x9	km)	
Diemos	(7x6x5	km)	



atmosphere:	

95%	CO2	

2%	N2	
0.1-0.4%	O2	

dry:	water	for	
0.1mm	
pressure:	5-8	mbar	

iniEally	similar	to	
Earth's,	almost	all	
CO2	in	rocks	
no	tectonic	acEvity	
to	replace	

craters,	volcanos	



"channels"	on	Mars	

Schiaparelli,	end	of	19th	century	

Lowell,	1914	



Hubble	Space	Telescope,	1999	







crater	Victoria	
width	750	m	
depth	70	m	





Mars's	moons	

Diemos	–	6	km	

Phobos	-		11km	



Jupiter	
largest	planet	in	the	Solar	System	
r=67000-71500	km	
		=11.2	RE	=	0.1RSun	
m=318	ME	=	1/1047	MSun	
ρ=	1300	kg/m3	

a=5.2	a.u.	
e=0.0488	
T=-161	–	(-108)	C	

Great	Red	Spot:	
	24-40000	km	x	12-14000	km	
at	least	since	1831	(1665)	

has	63	moons:	
4	Galilean	moons:	
Io,	Europa,	Ganymede,	Callisto	





hfp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jupiter_from_Voyager_1_PIA02855_max_quality.ogv	



polar	lights	on	Jupiter	



Galilean	moons	

resonance:		
raEo	of	orbital	periods	=	1.77:3.55:	7.15:	16.69	days	=	1:2:4:9.4			

Io		 Europa		 Ganymede		 Callisto		



Io	
R=1800	km	
aJ=	420.000	km	

volcanos	





Europa	
R=1550	km	
aJ=	671.000	km	

smooth,	young	surface	
high	albedo,	ice,	lines					



Ganymede	
largest	moon	in	the	Solar	System	
R=2634	km	
aJ=	1.070.000	km	

impact	craters	and	younger	
surface	
magnetosphere	



Callisto	
R=2410	km	
aJ=	1.882.000	km	

impact	craters	



Jupiter	rings	
Voyager	1	and	2	



Saturn	

2nd	largest	planet	in	the	
Solar	System	
r=54300-60300	km	
		=9	RE	
m=	95	ME	=	1/3500	MSun	

ρ=		687	kg/m3	

a=9.6	a.u.	
e=0.0557	
T=-190	–	(-140)	C	

Saturn's	rings	

has	62	moons:	
largest	Titan	





Saturn's	rings	

from	74500	km	to	140220	km	
thickness	around	10	m	
mass	3x1019	kg	
parEcle	sizes	from	1	cm	to	10	m	

Cassini	Division	





Pandora	-lem	
Prometheus-	right	





Saturn's	moon	Titan	

R=2576	km	
Titan	is	2nd	largest	in	the	Solar	System	and	larger	
than	Mercury,	
has	atmosphere	(only	moon	with	nitrogen	and	
methane	atmosphere,	pressure	146	kPa)	





Huygens	2005	



Uranus	

1781:	William	Herschel	

r=25560	km	
		=4	RE	
m=	14.5	ME	

ρ=		1270	kg/m3	

a=20	a.u.	
e=0.044	
T=-200	C	

axis	Elt:	97.77	degrees	



Puck,	Miranda,	Ariel,	Umbriel,	Titania,	Oberon	etc.	



Neptune	

1846:	Urbain	Le	Verrier,	John	Couch	
Adams,	Johann	Galle 		

r=24760	km	
		=3.8	RE	
m=	15	ME	
ρ=		1640	kg/m3	

a=30	a.u.	
e=0.011	
T=-200	C	

Great	Dark	Spot	



Proteus	

Larissa	

Despina	



largest	Neptune's	
moon	Triton	
retrograde	orbit,	
Elted	

r=1350	km	
tenuous	atmosphere	



Dwarf	planets	

TNO	illustraEon	

Ceres,	in	asteroid	belt	



Pluton	 Haumea	

Eris	(Erida)	 Makemake	





Small	Solar	System	bodies:	
asteroids,	meteoroids,	comets	



asteroids	





2.1-3.3	a.u.	
some	around	2,	4,	5	a.u.	
Ceres,	Vesta,	Pallas	and	Hygiea	–	more	than	half	
the	total	mass	of	asteroids	
- 	diameters	over	400	km,		Ceres	around	950	km	
- 	others	smaller,	down	to	dust	sizes	
- 	>	10	m	asteroids,	<10	m	meteoroids	
- 	total	mass	around	4%	Moon	mass	





meteoroids,	micrometeoroids	

<	10	m	
100.000	kg/day	on	Earth	

meteoroids:	10-70	km/s	
mostly	burn	in	atmosphere	at	height	of	100	km	

bolide	



meteors	





meteorite	

Ško|a	Loka	

Avče	

Mežakla	

meteorite	–	tu/here	
meteoroid	–	daleč/far	



Tunguska,	Sibiria	1908	

Arizona,	50.000	years	ago	



map	of	impact	craters	on	Earth	

Nasa	program	for	Near	Earth	Objects	(NEOs)	



65	million	years	ago	a	15	km	
asteroid	impact	on	Yucatan	
caused	mass	exEncEon,	including	
(non-avian)	dinosaurs	exEncEon	



meteor	showers	

Perseids	(Aug)	
Leonids	(Nov)	
Geminids	(Dec)	

list	of	meteor	showers	

remnants	of	comets	



comets	

tail	points	away	from	the	Sun	
(radiaEon	pressure,	Solar	wind),	
dust	(white)	and	ion	gas	(colour)	tail	



Hale	Bopp	1997	comet	



73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann		



Shoemaker-Levy	9	



Halley's	comet	

Edmund	Halley		
1456,	1531,	1607,	
1682	same	comet,	
which	will	return	in	
1758	

last	seen	1986,		
next	Eme	2061	



Star	of	Bethlehem	

astronomical	explanaEons	
proposed:	

- 	conjuncEon	of	Saturn	and	
Jupiter	
- 	Halley's	comet:	12	BC	
- 	Chinese	and	Korean	
astronomers	observed	an	
object	(comet	or	nova)	in	5	BC		
- 	comet	Holmes	17P	



where	do	comets	come	from?	
Kuiper's	Belt	



Oort	Cloud	





Solar	System	FormaEon	

•  model	has	to	explain:	moEon	and	rotaEon	of	
planets,	asteroids	and	comets,	2	types	of	
planets	and	excepEons	(e.g.	Venus	rotaEon)	

•  formaEon-film	

•  Space.Episode1.2001.DVDRip.valio.avi	
•  web	page	



Solar	System	formed	from	an	
interstellar	cloud	of	gas	and	
dust	







us	and	the	Milky	Way	(Galaxy)	





extrasolar	planets	-	exoplanets	

•  discovery: 1855?, 1890?, 1950-60?,  
    1988 (2003!), 1991? 
•  1992: Wolszczan and Frail: exoplanet  

 around pulsar PSR 1257+12 
•  1995: Mayor and Queloz:   

 1. planet around main-sequence star 51 
Pegasus 

•  1st March 2018: 

–  3741 exoplanets in 2794 planetary systems 

–  622 systems with more than one exoplanet 

2M1207:	brown	dwarf	and	planet,	
image	by	VLT	





posiEon	in	the	sky	

nomenclature:	
star	name	b,c...	
by	order	of	discovery	



How	to	detect	an	extrasolar	planet	-	
exoplanet?	

•  far away 
•  star is much brighter than a planet 

binary	stars:		



transit	method	
planet	transists	a	star	-	eclipse	



astrometry	

•  exact measurement of  star's position in the sky 
•  gravitational effect of  a planet on star's motion 



Doppler	effect	



spectrum	



stellar	spectrum	



radial	velocity	

Doppler	shim	of	spectral	
lines:		

Δλ/λ=	v/c			



gravitaEonal	microlensing	



OGLE-2005-BLG-390Lb	

•  5.5 MEarth – around main-sequence star 
•  2.6 AU, 21.000 lyr towards Galactic centre 
•  coldest?  
   -220º C 



Gliese	581b,c,d,e	

Udry	et	al,	A&A	2007	

20	lyr,	4	planets		
581d	with	5ME,	0.25	au	in	“habitable	zone”	



Habitable	zone	–	Goldilocks	zone	





Trappist-1	system	

•  40	lyr	
•  Aquarius	
•  ultra-cool		
	dwarf	star	
•  7	terrestrial	
	planets	
•  3	in	habitable	
	 	zone	



Proxima	Centauri	b	

•  4.2	lyr	
•  Proxima	Centauri	–	red	dwarf	star	

•  0.05	AU	–	11.2	days	
•  habitable?	



exoplanet	atmosphere	





spectropolarimetry	




